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THE DIFFERING APPROACHES OF BRITAIN AND FRANCE TO ESDP

It is remarkable when one looks closely at this issue to note the
switchback course it follows, not only as an element of government
and defence policy, but also in the awareness and responses this gen-
erates in informed British public opinion. Europe is a touchy subject
in every aspect and defence is no exception. The common perception
is that the British do not want their forces tied up in some anomalous
and ineffective European project that denies sovereignty and national
control over its destiny. From time to time the critics are mollified,
with the exception of those who would never be happy with any form
of European cooperation, when Nato and the Eu are seen to be in
harmony and any European initiative is not regarded as a threat, but
rather as complementary to Nato’s agenda. All is peace for a while be-
fore something causes friction, thus generating suspicions once more
and so the cycle continues. This also mirrors the response of the Unit-
ed States to European initiatives: at one moment it is up in arms be-
cause the effectiveness and integrity of Nato is seen to be challenged,
the next it is reassured and all is well again. True there are forces
that appear to challenge the principle of Nato’s primacy and seek an
independent role for Europe, until recently primarily the French, but
even they were aware of the unsustainable costs that would be in-
curred if Europe were to break away from the Nato infrastructure
and establish a totally separate force with full headquarters and com-
mand and control facilities and that any attempt to take such a radi-
cal course would have split Europe into two camps, which with the re-
cent enlargement of Europe would have put any French-led faction
into a minority. Further, the French are no fools and they can see
that there is a strong case for Nato’s continued effectiveness, in which
France will play its part when it chooses, even if it wishes to snipe
from the sidelines from time to time. Up until the French presidential
elections in 2007 there were definitely two schools of thought, produc-
ing considerable latent tension associated with the development of the
whole process between those, led by the French, with the aim of a ful-
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ly independent European security and defence policy (Esdp) and the
remainder, led by the British, who were determined to retain Esdp
within Nato, as reflected in the 1999 Washington summit. However,
President Sarkozy has shown a radical approach to this subject and
is very keen to improve the very frosty relations with the United
States, to the extent that in a major speech on defence and national
security to the French National Assembly on 17 June 2008 he an-
nounced that France would rejoin the Nato military command struc-
ture, something that seemed unimaginable after the failure of the last
plan for such integration in 1997. There is hard bargaining ahead and
France will demand significant rewards for such a step, but for the
first time since Charles de Gaulle took France out of the structure, re-
integration is now firmly on the agenda. When President Bush made
Paris, as opposed to London, the «centrepiece» of his week long
farewell trip to Europe in mid-June this reflected the dramatic trans-
formation in Us-French relations since the election of President
Sarkozy who seems to have donned the «mantle once worn by Tony
Blair».1.

President Sarkozy went on to say that «France’s taking up its
place in Nato again will mean that the Alliance gives Europe a larger
role», but he was determined that there should be a quid pro quo
since he went on to add, «Let’s start by revitalising European defence
in the coming months. To my mind there can be no progress on inte-
grating France into Nato unless some progress is previously made on
European defence».2. So, he is determined that there should be
marked progress in European defence capability, stating that «I in-
tend to make defence and security policy an example of a concrete
European achievement», and reiterated the need for Europe to have
the capability specified in the Helsinki headline goals, but which has
remained unfulfilled. So, in many ways, he has stolen the mantle that
used to be the province of the United Kingdom in setting the Euro-
pean defence agenda, particularly in dovetailing it into Nato strategic
policy.

Looking back to the last years of the XXth century we will see that
from the Nato Berlin summit of 1996 until the Eu Nice summit of
December 2000 the evolution of the concept of the potential for inde-
pendent European military action in peace support operations to be

1jTOM BALDWIN and CHARLES BREMNER, Is France America’s new best friend?,
«The Times», 14 June 2008.

2jPresident NICOLAS SARKOZY, Speech by the President of the Republic on de-
fence and national security given to both houses of the French Assembly, Paris, 17
June 2008.
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undertaken without stepping on Nato’s toes had proceeded relatively
smoothly, albeit with the occasional problem. The biggest upset had
occurred when in the run-up to the planned re-integration of France
into Nato’s military command structure at the 1997 Madrid Nato sum-
mit, President Chirac got carried away to the extent of demanding
that the Commander in chief of Nato’s Southern region (Cincsouth)
should be a European, which, by the rotation principle, would there-
fore have been a French officer from time to time. This the Americans
were not prepared to sanction, although, surprisingly, they were
ready to give up the post of commander striking force South (Com-
strikforsouth), the Nato Southern region carrier group commander.3.
The end result was an undignified public disagreement between Pres-
idents Chirac and Clinton, both not long in office and perhaps yet to
appreciate the finer points of diplomacy, that resulted in France’s
withdrawal from the plan to re-enter Nato’s military command struc-
ture later that year. Surprisingly, although a cause célèbre, this had
little impact on the parallel plans for the development of an Esdp, so
that up until the end of 1998 there was little contention and the plans
for Europe to develop a capability to take relatively low key action
through the Western European Union (Weu) in harmony with Nato
progressed at a sedate pace.

THE DRAMATIC CHANGE IN BRITISH POLICY

However, out of the blue everything changed when the British
Prime minister, Tony Blair, spoke at Pörtschach in Austria in Octo-
ber 1998, for he included remarks, seemingly on the spur of the mo-
ment, that altered the whole nature of the European approach to de-
fence issues. Finding a text from any government office proved quite
impossible, but a significant degree of authority was added the follow-
ing month when the Secretary of State for Defence, George Robert-
son, spoke at the meeting of Defence Ministers held in Vienna. He am-
plified the remarks made by the Prime minister by calling for debate
on «how to give the Eu a stronger voice in the world», suggesting that
«a more effective European military capability» was required to sup-
port the Eu’s Common Foreign and Security Policy (Cfsp). He called
for a simplification of Europe’s complex institutional procedures for
starting any military operation.4. This had a stunning impact on the

3jInformation passed to the Author on a visit to Chief of Naval Operations’s
staff in the Pentagon in the summer of 1997.

4jEu aims to increase defence capability, «Financial Times», 5 November 1998,
p. 2.
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rest of the Union. Hitherto all British governments of whatever per-
suasion had pursued the policy of taking all decisions on any form of
coalition military action outside the Eu, even after signing up to Am-
sterdam Treaty of 1997 which enhanced the provisions of the Cfsp to
contribute to the development of a common defence policy. This had
been studiously ignored by the British who had insisted on using the
military alliances, mainly Nato, but subsequently also Weu, for its
European only dimension envisaged under the so-called Petersberg
tasks, as the prime bodies for the conduct and development of allied
defence policies.5.

Subsequent events moved very quickly indeed and at the begin-
ning of December 1998 the French and British Heads of government
met onboard the British warship H.M.S. Birmingham to construct
the eponymous St Malo Agreement. It was brief and to the point. The
European union had to be in a position to play a full role on the in-
ternational stage and the two nations endorsed the «progressive fram-
ing of a common defence policy in the framework of Cfsp». The vari-
ous necessary structural changes were outlined but it was the third
article on the single page of text that had the greatest impact. While
placing a premium on Nato, it alluded to independent action by the
Eu in approving military action and the need for the Eu to have re-
course to suitable military means, even mentioning «national or multi-
national European means outside the Nato framework».

This caused quite a frisson in some circles in Washington, in spite
of the regular cry, as long as Nato has existed, that Europeans should
provide a greater contribution to their own defence. In essence many
Americans wanted Europe to do more, albeit under a Us led agenda,
but in this case, after initial hesitation, the Us administration sup-
ported the initiative, although later unease returned in response to
some of the rhetoric of the Nice summit. This reaction mirrored the
response of the British sceptics.

The British government continued to set the pace. At the confer-
ence to celebrate the 50th anniversary of Nato, held at the Royal Unit-

5jThe Petersberg tasks were named after the town in Germany in which in June
1992 the Weu strengthened its operational role in several ways and widened its
function for the employment of forces, making them available for the whole spec-
trum of military tasks from Article V operations to humanitarian and rescue tasks.
However, the commonly used term «Petersberg Missions» has come to be generally
accepted as covering those operational tasks at the lower end of the military spec-
trum, namely humanitarian tasks, peacekeeping and up to and including peace en-
forcement and does not include higher intensity military missions coming under the
provisions of Article V of the Revised Brussels Treaty.
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ed Services Institute in March 1999, both Prime minister Blair and
Defence Secretary George Robertson argued forcefully for a signifi-
cantly increased European defence capability. The former com-
plained, «Europe’s military capabilities at this stage are modest. Too
modest. Too few allies are transforming their armed forces to cope
with the security problems of the 1990s and the XXIst century […] To
strengthen Nato and to make European defence a reality, we Euro-
peans need to restructure our defence capabilities so that we can pro-
ject force, deploy our troops, ships and planes beyond their home
bases and sustain them there, equipped to deal with whatever conflict
they may face».6. This was commendable rhetoric, but which, alas,
proved to be only that when it came to ensuring that his own nation-
al forces were adequately equipped for operations in Iraq and
Afghanistan. The following day George Robertson made the Alliance’s
military capability, and particularly the contribution of the European
allies, the focus of his paper. He was blunt. «Without effective mili-
tary capability to back up European foreign policy goals, we are wast-
ing our time. We risk being an economic giant, but a strategic
midget». He said that the aim was not so much a European security
and defence ‘identity’, but «something much more ambitious» in the
form of a European defence ‘capability’.7. At the same conference the
French minister of Defence, Alain Richard, spoke of the French «pri-
ority» which was to «give Europe the institutional and operational re-
sources to take decisions on crises that affect the stability of our con-
tinent».8. This lack of capability became manifestly evident as the
bombing campaign to remove Serbian troops from Kosovo progressed
during the course of spring and summer 1999.

All this was happening as the member nations prepared the text
of the new Nato Strategic Concept that was to be announced at the
Washington summit to be held in April 1999, on the occasion of the
50th Anniversary of the Alliance. The Concept, the drafting process of
which had considerable British input, gave a broader definition of the
threats than hitherto and, with it, the need for Nato to restructure its
forces and concepts accordingly, so it is worth looking at it in some
detail. There was significant emphasis on the developing European di-
mension. In the light of the statement that «the Alliance’s military
forces may be called upon to conduct crisis response operations»

6jSpeech by the Prime minister, the Rt Hon. TONY BLAIR, MP at the Royal
United Services Institute, Nato 50th Anniversary Conference, 8 March 1999.

7jThe Alliance and Military Capabilities for European Security, address by the
Rt Hon., GEORGE ROBERTSON, MP, idem, 9 March 1999.

8jAddress by M. ALAIN RICHARD, French minister of Defence, ibidem.
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(paragraph 48) one is drawn to look at the total European force con-
tribution devoted to sharing responsibilities and burdens. Great pre-
mium is placed on the development of the European Security and De-
fence Identity (Esdi) within the Alliance (e.g. paragraphs 13 & 26).
The document states that «the Alliance fully supports the development
of the European Security and Defence Identity within the Alliance by
making available its assets and capabilities for Weu-led operations»
(paragraph 18). It also mentions the changes in emphasis that had
taken place in European structures since the latter part of 1998. «The
European Union has taken important decisions and given a further
impetus to its efforts to strengthen its security and defence dimen-
sion» (paragraph 17). However, having set the scene, it rather opti-
mistically makes the statement that «the European Allies are strength-
ening their capacity for action, including by increasing their military
capabilities. The increase of responsibilities and capacities of the Eu-
ropean Allies with respect to security and defence enhances the secu-
rity environment of the Alliance» (paragraph 18) There seemed little
evidence then or subsequently on which to base this claim. The Con-
cept also states in paragraph 42 that «As the process of developing the
Esdi within the Alliance progresses, the European Allies will further
enhance their contribution to the common defence and to internation-
al peace and stability including through multinational formations».
This last was subsequently reflected in the composition of the Kosovo
Osce observer extraction force, formed in the latter part of 1998, and
the Kosovo protection force, Kfor, to implement the settlement im-
posed on Bosnia at the end of the air interdiction campaign, Opera-
tion Allied force, in June 1999. The former was all European and
French led, the second was mainly European and initially British led
and both reflected this new approach. The process of roulement even-
tually led in the summer of 2000 to the first operational deployment
of Eurocorps, as Kfor, reflecting a significant advance in the credibil-
ity of that formation. However, there is as yet still no sign of any
marked increase in capability and the statement in the Nato Concept
to this effect lacks any substantial foundation, but nevertheless this is
a key document, which has been almost invariably overlooked during
the more heated phases of the debate that was to follow.

EU FORCE STRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

The subsequent June 1999 Eu summit in Cologne addressed the
structural considerations and made fundamental changes in the pos-
ture of the Union, by enabling it to deal directly with security issues.
«In pursuit of our Common Foreign and Security Policy objectives […]
the Council should have the ability to take decisions on the full range
of conflict prevention and crisis management tasks defined in the
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Treaty on European Union, the ‘Petersberg tasks’. To this end, the
Union must have the capacity for autonomous action, backed up by
credible military forces, the means to decide to use them, and the
readiness to do so, in order to respond to international crises» [Sec-
tion 1 of the Declaration]. Steps for the assimilation of the appropri-
ate bodies of the Weu within the structure of the Eu and the whole re-
lationship with Nato, which had hitherto been non-existent, were as-
sessed and significant proposals made. An endorsement of a greater
European capability in the fields of intelligence, strategic transport
and command and control was supported by an expressed determina-
tion «to foster the restructuring of the European defence industries»
and this led to a conclusion that «a more effective role for the Euro-
pean Union in conflict prevention and crisis management will con-
tribute to the vitality of a renewed Alliance» [paragraphs 2 & 3]. This
rhetoric is important and should not be dismissed, but substantial
steps to improve European force structures in the light of these decla-
rations have yet to be taken.

The process accelerated in the autumn of 1999 and Javier
Solana, the former Nato Secretary-General, was appointed the Eu’s
High Representative for Cfsp, in accordance with the Amsterdam
Treaty which had come into force the previous May, and also, because
it was seen that the Weu would dissolve for the most part into the Eu,
Secretary-General of that body too. The support to enable him to ful-
fil his role is provided by the policy planning and early warning unit
which monitors and analyses events in areas covered by Cfsp and pro-
vides assessments and, hopefully, early warning of situations that
might impact on Eu foreign policy interests. In March 2000 three new
bodies were established within the general-secretariat of the Council
to assist in decision-making on military operations. These were a Po-
litical and Security Committee (Psc), which «may be chaired».9 by the
High Representative, and two bodies in effect lifted from the Weu, a
military committee and a Military staff to provide military expertise,
as directed by the military committee.

Meanwhile on the institutional side the Helsinki European Coun-
cil meeting of December 1999 decided on a number of very significant
steps to forward the process of developing an effective mechanism for
deploying a substantial European intervention force, to be entitled the
European Rapid Reaction Force (Errf). This involved crisis manage-
ment mechanisms, an effective system for full consultation between
the Eu and Nato, the accommodation of the interests of the non-Eu

9jPresidency report on the European security and defence policy presented and
approved at the Eu Council summit, Nice, December 2000.
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members of Nato (although Turkey, Norway and the then three
newest members of Nato, the Czech Republic, Poland and Hungary,
felt that there was much more work to be done in this area), the es-
tablishment of new political and military bodies within the Council
and, most important of all, the declaration that member states must
be able by 2003 to deploy within 60 days (which is why one can hard-
ly call it a rapid reaction force!) and sustain for at least a year mili-
tary forces of up to 50,000-60,000 persons, capable of the full range
of Petersberg tasks. By the following November the Eu members had
drawn up a catalogue of military assets for future operations amount-
ing to 100,000 troops, 400 combat aircraft and 100 warships, which
exceeded the requirement. It is worth noting here that at a separate
Anglo-French summit in November 1999, the British offered up their
Permanent Joint Headquarters and the French their Centre Opera-
tional Interarmées to command Eu led operations. The transforma-
tion of Eurocorps into a rapid reaction corps was also endorsed at
this meeting and British forces would be provided to the Corps HQ
for «specific operations».10. In essence, ever since the concept of the
combined joint task force had been floated it had been tacitly, and
later explicitly at the 1996 Berlin Nato summit, agreed that Euro-
peans would be available to undertake the lower level operations, Pe-
tersberg tasks, which would not involve American participation, and
Nato the higher level missions. In practice how one decides the finer
differences between these two levels is uncertain and much depends
on the perspective of the United States.

It was anticipated that the actual mechanics of the proposals for
the changes and the assimilation of the various Weu bodies, such as
the planning cell, into the Eu structures to support the High Repre-
sentative for Cfsp, would be established by the French during their
period, the last six months of 2000, of holding the presidency of the
Eu and presented for approval at the Eu Council meeting in Nice. In
the event several issues were not resolved, which is not surprising,
since this most important summit, involved not only the enhancement
of the Esdi, but also the announcement of the plans for the next phase
of Eu enlargement and all the consequent bargaining over the struc-
tural changes needed to accommodate this expansion. Indeed, the
summit, with such an ambitious and contentious agenda, was not con-
sidered to be the success that it was hoped it might be. There was thus
further work to do on the Esdp, which was then placed under the re-
mit of the incoming Swedish Presidency.

10jParagraph 5, Joint Declaration by the British and French Governments on
European defence, Anglo-French summit, London, Thursday 25 November 1999.
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LIMITATIONS IN EUROPEAN MILITARY CAPABILITIES

The reality behind all this political manoeuvring had been evi-
dent for some time, and, as technology advances, the discrepancy be-
tween the capabilities of European and American forces is magnified.
With a combined budget that amounts to about 60% of that of the
United States, Europeans provide about a third of the forces of the
Alliance.11. Further, the capability of these forces leaves a significant
amount to be desired and the conflict against Serbia highlighted the
limitations of the European element of Nato, which is particularly ev-
ident among the air forces. One read and heard press releases about
air raids conducted by Nato forces, but in reality about three-quar-
ters of the attacking aircraft were American and an even greater per-
centage of the ‘smart’ attacks were carried out by the United States,
because most European states do not possess such weapons and have
to rely on ‘dumb’ bombs. In the circumstances of the severe limita-
tions placed on attack profiles, this discrepancy was even more criti-
cal than it would normally have been.

This leads to a separate but related issue, which is the extent to
which measures must and can be taken to ensure that Europeans keep
up with American technological advances. At the same time as im-
proving European force structures, therefore, both sides of the At-
lantic must consider technological development, at its extremity
reaching to the level of the so-called Revolution in military affairs
(Rma). The Americans must ensure that they do not get so far ahead
in a concept, that in any case may not be workable in its finally en-
visaged form, and the Europeans that they do not get so far behind,
to the extent that they are not able to operate together. This would be
greatly to the detriment of Nato and even Us policy, depending as it
still does for the most part on political legitimacy conferred by allied
co-operation, in spite of the current Us administration’s tendency to-
wards unilateral action. The Americans found to their cost in the op-
erations against Iraq in 2003 that although, in general, the technolog-
ical performance was extraordinary, there were, nevertheless, situa-
tions when it did fail at critical moments and they did not have the
flexibility to cope and adapt to the circumstances.

It has been calculated that a realistic goal for Europe would be a
contribution of between 10-15% of the total allied force posture,
yielding a commitment comparable to the size of the American forces
earmarked for a major Persian Gulf requirement.12. Adjusting the pri-

COHERENT POLICY OR RANDOM OPPORTUNISM

11jJ.A.C. LEWIS, Building a European force, «Jane’s Defence Weekly», 23 June
1999, p. 23.

12j«Defense News», 22 February 1999, Vol. 14, No. 7, p. 3.
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orities of the respective national programmes and, where relevant, re-
ducing large force structures that are still geared mainly to border de-
fence should rectify most of the shortcomings in European power-pro-
jection capabilities, especially, in placing a premium on the fields of
long-range transport and mobile logistic support, without necessarily
increasing defence spending. Nevertheless, with nearly twenty years
worth of the bonus of the peace dividend since the Wall came down,
now is the time to assess whether we have gone too far. Certainly
shortcomings in both capability and numbers were evident in the con-
flict over Kosovo and no matter how unpalatable the question in a cli-
mate in which social spending is seen to have priority, this is a factor
that will have to be addressed. In spite of these manifest shortcomings
and the awareness of the need not to fall further behind the Ameri-
cans, no action was taken for quite a while. Spain made a gesture in
1999 and then the Uk made a marginal increase as a consequence of
the Treasury Review later the same year, but it was not enough and in
the early years of this century, the Us made huge increases, greater
than the Uk’s total defence budget. Eventually the Uk set the lead
among its peers and made a reasonable increase to the defence budget
in 2003. France, the Netherlands and Italy also made small increases,
but on the debit side Germany announced in early 2004 an overhaul
of the German armed forces that would involve a reduction of 26 bil-
lion euros in the defence budget.

However, the main issue is how to re-align current defence ex-
penditure to produce more effective forces that are capable of operat-
ing in multinational groups. There is a need to address the posture of
national policies, and the United Kingdom set the tone with its Strate-
gic Defence Review of 1998, so that forces are better tailored to the
changed strategic circumstances in which we find ourselves. François
Heisbourg, one time Director of the International institute for strate-
gic studies, considered that «current European defence-spending pri-
orities make it impossible to reach the headline target mandated by
the European Council at Helsinki, that is to say, fulfilling the whole
range of Petersberg tasks, including the most demanding».13 (his ital-
ics). He thought that the principal problem was one of misallocated
resources and he felt that only the Uk came close to Us levels and ra-
tios of defence expenditure. The House of Lords Eu select committee
endorsed this by stating that the Eu would never create its own inde-
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13jFRANÇOIS HEISBOURG, Europe’s Strategic Ambitions: The Limits of Ambiguity,
«Survival», Vol. 42, No. 2, Summer 2000, p. 10.
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pendent defence capability unless governments start spending more
money on their armed forces.14.

So, what were the principal issues at this stage? There had been
a major shift in the British approach to what has become the Esdp,
largely brought about by the Prime minister’s perception of the in-
adequacy of the Eu to take any action, combined with the failure of
the Us to deal robustly with the initial crisis in Kosovo. This led to
a concerted attempt by both France and Britain to cast aside the
suspicions generated over many years and combine, as Europe’s two
most capable defence forces with a broader vision on global issues
developed as a consequence of their colonial experiences, to give a
strong lead to Europe. There was genuine euphoria within the Union
after the St Malo agreement, but this was followed, almost in-
evitably, some six months later by a sense of disillusionment. How-
ever the November 1999 summit generated a further sense of pur-
pose and as one observer said «it is necessary for both sides to be-
gin, at the highest level, to treat each other as genuine and objec-
tively equal partners, rather than potential rivals. The Franco-
British summit…suggested that this may finally be beginning to hap-
pen».15. For the British the problem was to balance this new found
dialogue with its long established understanding with the Us, with-
out raising French suspicions that beneath all this new-found enthu-
siasm beat the old Atlanticist heart that has always caused them con-
cern. Up to this time it has to be said that beneath the French re-
serve on the surface and the continuing distance from Nato opera-
tional structures, they did, after the turmoil over the issue of com-
mand of Nato’s Southern Region, develop a good working relation-
ship with the Americans. Yet one had the impression that the
French, having fully signed up to the concept and accepted it,
around the table at least, were having second thoughts. Washington
began to show concern again and the outgoing Defence Secretary,
William Cohen, warned that, if Europe erected a competing military
structure, Nato could become «a relic of the past».16. John Bolton
then an adviser to George W. Bush’s first campaign and who subse-
quently joined the Administration with a reputation as a neo-conser-
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14jFootnote comment, «The Times», 3 July 2000.
15jJOLYON HOWORTH, Britain, France and the European Defence Initiative,

«Survival», Vol. 42, No. 2, Summer 2000, p. 35.
16jMICHAEL EVANS, EU force puts Nato at risk of becoming relic, «The Times»,

Wednesday 6 December 2000.
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vative, spoke of the escalating disagreements over the planned Eu
force rather dramatically as a «dagger pointed at NATO’S heart».17.

THE PROBLEMS OF HARMONISING EU MILITARY OPERATIONS WITH NATO

Although the aim was to complete the work by the Eu Nice sum-
mit, there were too many conflicting imperatives for everything to be
sown up. However, the crunch factor was that after all this talk, after
all the treaties, the Esdp still needed substance to be effective. The
Uk should, with France, have been the prime leader in this enter-
prise. The outbreak of adverse political and media comment on the
subject of the Errf in mid-November 2001 did not take account of the
firm tones of the Washington Declaration on the subject, but it could
also be said that the British government did not handle the matter
well. In some ways it is surprising that the furore arose when it did
and not when the Helsinki Force Goals were announced almost a year
earlier. If there were to be progress the Uk-Us special relationship,
however that is defined, was always going to be an issue and a matter
of significance. 

After the acrimonious debates at Nice, the atmosphere calmed
down with a change of Presidency at the turn of the year and nations
moved in the direction of fulfilling the Helsinki headline goals. Yet the
debate continued. On the political side, and examining what this
meant for Nato and Us-European relations, Jacques Chirac said that
he wanted the force to operate independently of Nato, but in coordi-
nation with it and it is coordination that has worried the Americans,
focusing on the issue as to whether or not the Eu force and Nato
would share the Nato planning staff. If so, the Us veto would be im-
plicit and I am sure that the President of the Republic recognised
this. In Washington’s view the European force’s actions should not be
independent of Nato, i.e. against American wishes, but Paris had stat-
ed that the force should be able to act autonomously. General Joseph
Ralston, then Saceur, speaking in May 2001, had no doubts about the
arrangements. «The right way to do this, in my view, is to take the
four nations that are members of the Eu but are not in Nato – Fin-
land, Sweden, Austria and Ireland – and have their planners come to
Shape headquarters, where we can collectively come up with the op-
tions. This can be done under the auspices of Deputy Saceur, who will
always come from an Eu country. Then after they develop Options A,
B and C, those three options can go simultaneously to the European
Union and to [Nato’s] North Atlantic Council. Thus the two political
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bodies will have the same set of facts, allowing them to communicate
better, resources will not be wasted by creating another planning
headquarters; and it will be clear as to which battalions, squadrons
and ships are assigned to Nato plans and which will be available to
the Eu […] The overwhelming majority of European nations appear
to favor using the Shape staff as their planning headquarters with Eu
military augmentation».18.

The Laeken European summit in mid-December 2001 declared
the Esdp operational, but this was little more than cosmetic dressing.
While Europe moved unsteadily towards the Helsinki targets, the new
Us administration looked scathingly at its efforts considering that
«Europe is irrelevant to the world today. Because it will not spend
what is necessary to matter as a military power, its views on issues
that involve the use of such power are of no consequence to Ameri-
ca».19. Meanwhile in Britain the debate continued between politicians
and informed experienced former officials. Bernard Jenkin, then
Shadow Secretary of State for Defence, in a letter printed in «The
Times» on 3 July 2002, expressed concern that, in spite of the Prime
minister’s assertion to the contrary, the relationship between what he
called the Euro Army and Nato had never been settled and he re-
ported that General Ralston had warned Congress of the threat that
Esdp posed to Nato. On 15 July a letter from Sir John Weston, a for-
mer Ambassador to Nato, expressed similar concern and dismissed
the Defence Secretary, Geoff Hoon’s, letter printed three days earlier,
feeling that Esdp was clearly outside the Nato framework. He feared
two collective defence policies and organisations for Europe, neither
of which would work effectively. Four days later the debate was vig-
orously joined by Sir Brian Crowe, a former Director General for Ex-
ternal Relations in the Eu Council, who countered these assertions
with a cogent letter asserting that Esdp would not destabilise Nato.
This all reflected the divisions that existed within the country, even as
it moved towards setting the lead in meeting the Helsinki criteria.

However, the debates tended to move from the international are-
na into national and academic circles and no-one raised a single note
of protest when it became evident that the term «by 2003», the date
for the implementation of the Helsinki force goals did not mean, as
convention usually has it, by 1 January 2003, but by 31 December
2003 and even that was not assured and indeed was gently allowed to
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slip by when the time came without any comment. Even now the Errf
is still not ready as originally conceived. However, the fact that this
slipped into the background is probably because during this period
the agenda was dominated by the attempt to resolve the “Berlin plus”
arrangement. This refers to the agreement which has been at the cen-
tre of the whole debate by which Nato assets could be made available,
initially to Weu forces, by the terms of the Nato summit in Berlin in
1996, but, since St Malo, applied to Eu forces acting on Petersberg
Missions. This was written into the 1999 Nato Strategic Concept by
which Nato endorsed Eu led operations under Esdp, as already ex-
plained above. However, progress was impeded by differences be-
tween first Turkey and then Greece with Nato as Turkey sought to
gain leverage over its wish to be allocated a defined track to eventual
inclusion within the Eu and subsequently Greece’s concern that too
much had been conceded to Turkey. This impasse lasted for well over
two years. Eventually a deal was brokered during the Brussels Euro-
pean Council meeting in November 2002 and this led the way to the
formal Eu-Nato Declaration on Esdp on 16 December. Thus Berlin
plus was accepted by all parties, but they still had to go through the
process of agreeing to institutional arrangements, particularly associ-
ated with the sensitive subject of the secure exchange of information,
a concern for Nato in the light of the presence of neutral members
within the Eu planning system, and also of deciding how Nato would
make its assets available. The separate Eu-Nato Agreement on securi-
ty of information was signed in March 2003 which then enabled the
whole Berlin plus arrangement to be formalised by the Framework
Agreement of 17 March 2003, consisting of an exchange of letters be-
tween the Javier Solana, the Eu High Representative, and Lord
Robertson, the Nato Secretary-General, and not a moment too soon,
since the Eu’s Operation Concordia replaced Nato’s Operation Allied
Harmony in the former Yugoslavia Republic of Macedonia on 31
March 2003. Although small, a body of only 350 personnel, this was
nevertheless an important and significant step, not only for the estab-
lishment of an Eu military presence for a relatively short period,
since it was wound down and replaced by a smaller police unit nine
months later, but the fact that it became the precursor for the
planned replacement of Sfor Bosnia-Herzegovina by the Eu at the end
of 2004 with a force level of some 7,000 under British command.
There were inevitably some problems that needed resolution, the most
significant being the old chestnut of Us concern at the level of securi-
ty clearance of non-Nato Eu personnel working in the Eu cell at
Shape, plus a feeling by some countries, notably France, that the Eu
Command Element in Afsouth, the enabler with the Operational Com-
mander, Dsaceur the Force Commander, was not fully under Eu con-
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trol and that Afsouth took to himself some of the responsibilities of
Dsaceur. Nevertheless this was a very useful precursor to the much
bigger and more complex commitment of replacing Sfor.

TRANSATLANTIC FRICTION

However, while all these practical advances were being made, in
the latter half of 2002 and the first months of 2003 the old vested and
counterproductive interests were at work, fuelled by the angry ex-
changes across the Atlantic in the build up to conflict against Iraq
and aggravated by the divisions not only in the United Nations Secu-
rity Council, but also within Europe itself. While these arguments
raged, two of the arch protagonists against the Anglo-American initia-
tives against Iraq, France and Germany, combined with mighty Bel-
gium and Luxembourg at a meeting in April 2003 to propose that an
autonomous Eu military headquarters should be established at Ter-
vuren in Belgium. This bizarre gathering became known rather dis-
paragingly as the Chocolate summit, embarrassing the British and in-
furiating the American governments. Neither were the Italians and the
Spanish enamoured of the idea. After the initial outraged reaction,
the scene quietened down somewhat, although the Belgians, the most
enthusiastic of the four, still expected the plan to come to fruition in
2004. Britain took the initiative in trying to rectify the situation,
thereby perhaps seeking after the Prime minister’s often stated desire
to see the Uk as a bridge between the Us and Europe across the At-
lantic. In August the Uk circulated a paper to the 25 Eu and candi-
date countries entitled “Food for Thought” putting forward the fre-
quently stated proposal, expressed, for example, by Sir Brian Crowe
in his July 2002 letter to «The Times», that there should be an Eu
planning cell located within Shape. By September Prime minister
Blair met President Chirac and Chancellor Schröder which resulted
in a degree of concession on all sides. The last two agreed that Nato’s
prime status would not be contested in exchange for Blair’s agreement
in principle to an Eu planning cell independent of Nato, perhaps at-
tempting by too great a concession to regain some of the ground he
had lost in some quarters of Europe with his enthusiasm for taking
action against Iraq. For many in Britain this seemed a step too far,
almost as if the Ministry of Defence (MoD) view had been by-passed,
and the Prime minister was later obliged to clarify the fact that in no
way did he support the proposals of the Chocolate summit. Neverthe-
less, the Americans were concerned to the extent that Donald Rums-
feld expressed his misgivings to his opposite number Geoff Hoon at a
meeting in early October and by the latter part of the month the
American Ambassador to Nato, Nicolas Burns, warned in angry tones
that the Eu’s plan for an independent headquarters was a significant
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threat to Nato’s future. The result was heightened aggravation of the
resentment felt in some circles of European Nato members at Ameri-
ca’s high-handed attitude, but added unease from the American per-
spective that Europe was set on undermining Nato. In late November
at a Franco-British summit Blair and Chirac proposed a «new initia-
tive for the Eu to focus on the development of rapid reaction capabil-
ities to enhance its ability to respond to Un requests in short-term cri-
sis management situations».20. This was to produce a faster reacting
force than the Errf, not too far from the concept, albeit on a smaller
scale, of the new Nato response force agreed at the Prague summit in
late 2002, which helped Blair in his attempt at a highly delicate bal-
ancing act with France, but still did not do much to reassure the
Americans. It was a high-risk strategy, but when conducted in the
background to the build up towards the Rome summit in December at
which the proposed European constitution would be discussed, prob-
ably seen as an essential element in the trade-offs in the overall ar-
chitecture of that concept.

There is one other ingredient that has to be added to this pot of
intertwined threads, which make a bowl of spaghetti look simple in
comparison, and this is the European security strategy. Following the
deep divisions within Europe arising out of the response to 11 Sep-
tember and, even more so, the events leading up to the second war
against Iraq, the decision was taken to draw up a Security Concept to
give Europe some cohesive direction in a fractured environment. A
draft was produced at the Thessaloniki European Council in June
2003 and the full strategy was adopted at the Rome Council six
months later. It sets out the problems and challenges for European
Union states in developing the necessary defence capabilities to meet
their shared security objectives and then addresses Europe’s strategic
role, defence spending, procurement and industrial policy and, per-
haps most important, military capabilities. For the first time the issue
of pooling of capabilities is raised. While critics could claim that it is
only a list of platitudes, this document, which had significant British
input to the drafting process, for the first time addresses a cohesive
way ahead and «to the surprise of many […] is not only eminently
readable, but also very forceful».21. Although the Rome summit of De-
cember 2003 was a disaster in that for the first time a summit broke up
early without any agreement on the prime issue, in this case the pro-
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posed European Constitution, the leaders passed the Esdp issues, in-
cluding the security strategy.

SIGNIFICANT FORCE DEPLOYMENTS IN AN UNCERTAIN POLITICAL CLIMATE

The early months of 2004 saw a quietening down of the mega-
phone diplomacy as nations reflect on the appalling fissures of the
previous year and looked to a quieter, more reasonable form of dia-
logue with an aim of mending fences. Thus the incoming Secretary-
General of Nato, Jaap de Hoop Scheffer, could say: «Another blue-
print I will push to see translated into reality is the Nato-Eu relation-
ship. And I believe that we have the right blueprint […] since De-
cember – after, I admit, a rather testy debate – the Eu’s planning ca-
pacity has been set up in a way that is transparent and complemen-
tary to the Alliance».22. Meanwhile the French and British had been
taking their November talks further to refine their thoughts before
joining with Germany, much to the chagrin of uninvited Italy, at a
summit in February to produce an initiative proposing the formation
of battle groups, consisting of battalion sized groups (1500 men), de-
ployable within 15 days for 30 days, extendable to 120 days by rota-
tion. In effect this marked the suspension of further progress in de-
veloping fully the Helsinki headline goals, already in a state of limbo
and reflecting reality, they having been «quietly set aside by most Eu
members while they grapple with the more imminent problems of en-
largement and the need to revitalise their economic performance».23.

Having said this, on the peace support operations side, a land-
mark had been achieved in that the initial step taken in mounting Op-
eration Concordia was taken an important stage further by the de-
ployment of the Eu force on Operation Althea to replace Nato’s Sfor
on 2 December 2004 under Un Security Council resolution 1551. This
7,000 strong force, significantly for the initial deployment, under the
command of a British officer, Major General John Leakey, deployed
under the full panoply of Esdp, utilising the Berlin plus agreement for
the use of Nato common assets and capabilities and under the overall
direction of Dsaceur (General Sir John Reith) as the Eu operation
commander. The Eu approach to this deployment included a strong
emphasis on coordinating civilian and military actors in response to
lessons from the Eu-Nato relationship in the field and also on at-
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tempting to give substance to the concept of coherence, emphasised by
the European security strategy.24. This transfer of authority followed
hard on the heels of the official announcement on 22 November of the
establishment of the battle group concept agreed by all 25 member
states of the Eu. These groups will be involved not only in traditional
and humanitarian operations where necessary, but, more important,
are designed to go «on the offensive to stabilise international emer-
gencies before they escalate into wars».25. «Initially viewed with ex-
treme suspicion in Washington, the concept has now been accepted,
with Us policymakers aware of the benefit it will have in helping to re-
duce over-stretched American military commitments».26.

As for the political dimension, the rejection of the Constitution
by France and the Netherlands and its consequent sidelining threw
the whole process into chaos and confusion. The Cfsp and the fram-
ing of a common defence policy which might lead to a common de-
fence, words familiar from the Treaty of European Union, were en-
shrined in the text, but there were changes and enhancements to
what went before, in the light of the proposed establishment of the
post of Union Minister for Foreign Affairs, such as allowing qualified
majority voting when adopting a European decision defining Eu ac-
tion or position proposed by this Minister. As part of Cfsp the Con-
stitution introduced a new series of provisions designed to build on
existing Eu competences in the development of a common security
and defence policy (Csdp), semantically replacing Esdp. It did state
that a common defence must be compatible with Nato’s security and
defence policy and much more, such as provision for «permanent
structured co-operation» for those moving towards a common de-
fence. All these provisions disappeared with the rejection, only to be
resuscitated in the Lisbon Treaty of December 2007, itself now sub-
ject to uncertainty after the Irish referendum rejected it. However,
going back to the time the British took on the Eu Presidency in the
second half of 2005, there was considerable room for manoeuvre and
greater opportunity than ever before for the British way to set the
agenda in Europe. It was not to be, since the hurdles of trying to sort
out the Eu budget and its controversial elements, such as the com-
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mon agricultural policy and the British rebate, with the French and
British governments poles apart, became the prime pre-occupation of
the presidential period and most of the plans identified for progress
over the last six months of 2005 had to be shelved, as the Presidency
struggled with crisis resolution. There will, no doubt, be further op-
portunities for Britain to seize the high ground in the defence debate,
but a lot depends on new Prime minister Gordon Brown’s energy and
his willingness to seize the chances amidst the heavy traffic of eco-
nomic argument and so far he has shown far less predilection to stim-
ulate debate in this area than his predecessor, not least because he
has been under so much pressure in so many spheres. It seems that
any coherence of policy in this matter, either by Britain or the Eu,
looks somewhat remote.

If one had summarised the situation when Blair stepped down
from office in mid-2007 it seemed a very messy and unnecessarily
complicated state of affairs. In 1999 the way ahead had seemed clear:
the argument and controversy appeared to have been resolved and
anyone returning to the scene now, having been on Mars in the inter-
im, might be amazed that so little progress has been made and that
arguments heard in the years prior to 1999 are being repeated some
ten years later. There is more sensitivity now since the Eu has re-
placed the Weu as the vehicle for ‘European only’ military action and
the extent of the Eu’s remit over national policies still arouses strong
emotions. The principal players bear much responsibility. At times
Tony Blair appeared to be conducting a very personal off-the-cuff and
opportunistic policy, such as his initial mould-breaking speech in Aus-
tria in 1998 and his dealings with the French and Germans in 2003,
that by-passed both the MoD and the Foreign office’s coherent policy.
The French on the other hand seemed more intent to act as spoilers
and certainly had their dander up as a consequence of the attention
they drew in their opposition in the Un Security Council to Anglo-
American action in Iraq in 2003. However, this was probably a very
pyrrhic victory because in feeding their amour propre they under-
mined those very institutions in which they have what many might say
is an influence totally disproportionate to their actual status in the
world. Throughout all this and the foibles of the European leaders,
the British have, by and large, maintained a line of leading Eu na-
tions in the direction of improving their capability with the aim of be-
ing able to put an effective European force into the field, while all the
time endorsing the primacy of Nato and their principal driver of na-
tional defence policy, that of being interoperable with the United
States at the highest operational level. In projecting these aims the
government even invoked the aid of the Queen. When visiting France
in April 2004 to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the Entente
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Cordiale she addressed a reception given by both houses of the
French Parliament in the Palais de Luxembourg, emphasising the im-
portance of trans-Atlantic cooperation in saying that, although both
countries had made Europe and the European Union the principal ve-
hicle for their economic and political aspirations, for both «this does
not, nor should not, in any way weaken our strong ties of friendship
to the United States. These are complementary relationships». She
went on to encapsulate perfectly the government’s line on European
defence capability: «More than ever we are working to make Europe’s
voice in the world count, and to ensure that Europe’s diplomacy can
be backed up by military credibility where necessary and where Nato
are not engaged».27.

So Prime minister Blair, applying a very personal touch which
was at times ‘out of sync’ with official Whitehall thinking, that rudder
of coherent policy trying to steer a steady course, had conducted a
balancing act in pursuing his aim of ensuring that Britain retained
both political and military credibility with the Americans, whilst also
seeking to keep in tune with the French and Germans, drawing them
in his direction, in his attempt to keep the Uk at the heart of Euro-
pean decision making, despite the handicap that Britain’s position
outside the Eurozone inevitably presents.

BLAIR HANDS OVER TO BROWN

One always felt that once Blair handed over the reins of power, it
would be very interesting to see if his successor, Gordon Brown,
would give the subject the same degree of attention, and now, given
that the latter has been in power for over a year, all the evidence is
that he is less concerned about this than his predecessor, an impres-
sion enhanced by the indecisiveness and an unwillingness to commit
himself to a given line that he has shown in dealing with any big issue.
The first indication occurred in November 2007 when the Foreign
Secretary, David Mileband, gave a speech on European affairs that
included favourable comments on Esdp issues that did not cross the
line of previous government policy of compatibility with Nato. Never-
theless, Brown subsequently briefed strongly against the content of
this speech and undermined Mileband’s position. A month later he
was noticeable by being the only leader not to be present to sign the
Lisbon Treaty, leaving this to Mileband, and only turning up next day
for the lunch. Nor did this mean that Brown was taking a more
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favourable approach to the American link. On the contrary, when he
paid his first visit as Prime minister to Washington in April, 2008 it
was seen as being in an atmosphere of an impending crisis in the An-
glo-American relationship, the Americans feeling that Brown was in-
different to the long term fate of this alliance. The Us military felt
that, by refusing to spend sufficient money on the British armed
forces – America’s closest military partner – he is running down their
capability, a fault for which he is under criticism in the Uk itself by
the most senior military leaders, stretching the accepted limits of their
constitutional position, and also, from the American perspective, that
he is a «half-hearted and unreliable partner», lacking the stomach for
their so-called war on terrorism.28. However, his London meeting with
President Bush on the latter’s farewell European tour in mid-June
2008 projected a closing of ranks and on the surface an image of a
harmonious approach to the contentious issues that had been aired
since Brown’s accession to the premiership, albeit this was assessed as
a cosmetic cover up of differences between the two leaders.29. It re-
mains to be seen how much substance lay behind this show of unity,
not least with a new president to be elected at the end of 2008.

Another reason for his potential diffidence is that there is an un-
easy relationship between the Prime minister and his Service chiefs of
staff, very much because of this pushing beyond the accepted consti-
tutional limits to public statements by the latter, that has now become
public knowledge.30. There is a general sense of feeling that the gov-
ernment has committed the military to two conflicts at a level far
higher than that postulated in the 1998 Strategic Defence Review, the
central element of which rationalises the force level for all tasks, with-
out commensurate increases in equipment levels, both in terms of
numbers and quality, and support structures. Having been controller
of the national purse strings in his role of Chancellor of the exchequer
for ten years before he took over the premiership, he had been parsi-
monious with funds for defence and certainly did not allocate them to
the extent that was seen as necessary to conduct operations in Iraq
and Afghanistan at the level necessary to the maintenance of the ca-
pability at which the British forces had been trained to operate. To
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this can be added Brown’s lack of ease with the elaborate European
summit procedures. He appears to be uncomfortable in this environ-
ment, much preferring bilateral meetings, and does not project his
personality, as Blair did when he was in power. He does not like the
system, nor the bargaining which is so much a part of the European
Union dealings, almost having a disdain for the whole procedure. His
late appearance at the Lisbon summit is just such an example, but it
also reflects his reluctance to be seen as too European by the British
public, which in general has a tendency towards reservation about
anything to do with Europe. For all these reasons he therefore seems
most unlikely to set the agenda in matters concerning Esdp and push
for the development of an effective European response force of what-
ever sort and emphasise the importance of maintaining the link with
Nato, dreaming up imaginative ways of achieving this, as did his pre-
decessor. We can therefore anticipate a colourless and conservative
approach to these issues.

The crucial factor is that after all this talk, after all the treaties,
the Esdp, redefined as Csdp in the now-shelved Eu Constitution and
floating in the uncertainty of the status of the Lisbon Treaty after it
was rejected by Ireland in June 2008, now needs substance if it is to
be effective. As long ago as 2000 an American academic provided the
perfect summing up, which still remains very germane today: «The
way out [of the basic misalignment between the American and Euro-
pean positions] is quite straightforward. The Us should enthusiasti-
cally and unequivocally support Europe’s defence efforts. It will then
be up to Europe to produce the promised defence capability. If and
when such capability is available, Washington should accord Europe a
voice commensurate with its new station. Capabilities buy and justify
influence… The central issue at hand is capability».31.

In the longer term, if there is to be progress, the Uk-Us special
relationship, however that is defined and markedly enhanced as it has
been for several years after the outrages of 11 September 2001, will
be an issue and a matter of significance. It is an enduring relation-
ship, albeit one recognised more on this side of the Atlantic than the
other, in spite of the occasional suggestion that other European na-
tions, such as Germany at the end of the last century and now France
under a Sarkozy Presidency, supersede the British, because it always
goes back to an Anglo-American issue, depending to a degree on the
personal chemistry between the President and Prime minister con-
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cerned. Although it definitely exists in certain military and intelli-
gence spheres and the Us has hitherto felt much more able to trust the
Uk with various sorts of highly sensitive information, the time has ar-
rived for the Us to be more forthcoming with its other allies and per-
haps to be less sensitive to Europe’s attempts to develop a defence
identity. It is also incumbent on Europe not to destabilise Nato, for
without it and its essential structures and procedures, no Eu defence
architecture could function. Perhaps there is a role here for the Uk,
acting as an honest broker, to bring understanding on both sides and
harmonise the process, but at the risk of falling between two stools,
which was always Mr Blair’s fear, it will be harder after the débâcle
of the Constitution and the uncertain status of the Lisbon Treaty.
That all depends, however, on the fundamental issue of Europe’s tak-
ing substantive action to improve capability and of that, as yet, there
is little sign, rather the likelihood of even less action as minds are dis-
tracted in other directions.

THE VIABILITY OF EU FORCES IN INTENSE OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENTS

The limited degree of optimism one might have drawn from the
successful deployment of Operation Althea proved a chimera. Having
seen the difficulties the Eu had in producing a battlegroup-sized force
to monitor the elections in the Democratic Republic of Congo in 2006,
in the perception of the very limited risks it might have faced, one can
only infer that, when the chips are down, and there is any element of
danger, the Europeans lack the political will to take action. Worse
was the pusillanimous response to Jaap de Hoop Schaffer’s agonised
plea for reinforcements to Nato’s Ifor in Afghanistan in late 2006.
This was implicitly addressed to the very European countries that
would form the bedrock of any Eu force operating under the Berlin
plus agreement. It was no use the German Chancellor, Angela Merkel,
claiming, for example, that German troops were already deployed on
dangerous operations in North-Western Afghanistan. This was an
area of low threat. Everything merely served to indicate that when the
situation becomes dangerous the great majority of European nations,
with very honourable exceptions, such as the Dutch or the Danes, are
not prepared to put their troops in harm’s way, in spite of the huge
difference that could be created by relatively small enhancements to
these dangerous areas, such as Helmand Province in Afghanistan. As
far as the concept of battlegroups is concerned, it is, in theory, a
highly effective and responsive tool to have available for international
crises. It has been said that the true test as to whether or not they are
effective military capabilities rather than just new bright ideas will be
determined by the ability of these force packages to fight, to take and
to accept loss of lives. At the present time all the indications are that
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these requirements cannot be assured and the Eu’s defence resolve is
no more than a paper tiger. It could be said that for all his efforts,
Blair failed to convince and lead Europe to a robust approach in
these matters: perhaps it was an impossible task and certainly not one
that Brown is going to attempt. In his June speech Sarkozy has now
taken up Blair’s cry of the late nineties in demanding that Europe en-
hances its defence capability: «Europeans must have the capability to
deploy 60,000 troops simultaneously in distant theatres of operations.
We cannot build up these capabilities without making adequate de-
fence efforts in the long term. These efforts can no longer be dis-
parate, in competition with each other or imbalanced».32. If Britain
under Blair was always prepared to take action in matters of hu-
manitarian need, his 1999 cry for Europe to furnish itself with better
resources has looked less sustainable, not least since he himself did
not ensure that his own forces had the support and equipment they
needed, albeit they are significantly better equipped than other Eu-
ropean forces. If he did keep the Eu defence capability in harmony
with Nato’s structure, it still seems to lack potential as a viable force
for any significant purpose. It remains to be seen if Sarkozy will fol-
low this potential policy through and take up the cause or be side-
tracked by another major issue, a trait for which he has sometimes
been criticised. In the meantime Gordon Brown shows no sign at a
time of significant global economic turmoil that he will take up the
cause and show the leadership in this field that seems, until late, to
have been the province of the British government.
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